The equine endometrial cup reaction: a review.
The function of eCG in equine pregnancy is far from clear but it has become evident that eCG has little or no FSH activity in the horse and is therefore probably not responsible for the secondary ovulations. eCG does have luteotrophic activity and it could play a role in the resurgence of the primary corpus luteum (1,7,44). Some evidence exists that the receptor population on the equine gonads is heterogenous in a way that makes it possible to distinguish eCG from eLH, resulting in different post-receptor effects (7). There is also evidence that eCG itself is heterogenous, both in glycosylation and in primary structure, not only between different individual animals but also within one animal during different stages of gestation. The differences could simply reflect the difference between stored and secreted hormone, but on the other hand the release of different eCG forms could be under endocrine control, allowing the mare to produce forms appropriate to specific biological needs (74). Thus some forms of eCG could play a role in immunological events taking place at the foeto-maternal interface. The role of cytotoxic antibodies in the equine pregnancy is not understood. The fact that they are not harmful to the pregnancy can be explained by the fact that their target, the paternal MHC molecules, are withdrawn from the endometrial cup tissue by the time the antibodies start appearing in the circulation. This unique way of regulation of MHC expression is also poorly understood.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)